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Robert J. Emmons explores the human form in his sculpture, "Newly
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Here's a detail of the flowers created by Lynda Welnman in her sculpture, "The Ceramics Garden." She
collaborated on the work with fellow artist Joan Rosenberg-Dent, and it appears as part of "Symbiotic

- Seven Corltemporary Sculptors at Historic Casa del Herrero."

'Symbiotic'
exhibit mixes
contemporary
and historic

PICKS OF
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Organic.prity
melon

My kids refer to this variety as
the "sourpatch kid melort''due
to the combination of sweet and
sour notes that remind them of
this candy. This melon is most
comparable to that ofa honey dew
melon, yet with underlyingnotes
of lemonyflavor.

The pale green to white flesh
is dense and is both softyethas
a semi-crisp consistency. This
timO ofyear,I loveto combinethe
tanginess ofthis melon with sweet
figs in a salad.

Grown, harvested and sold by
Jacob Grant of Roots Farm, the
melons are available at the weekly
Saturday Santa Barbara, Tuesday
Santa Barbara and Wednesday
Solvang Farmers' markets. Price
averages about $5 each.
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Forthe in its

sculpture exhibition with
placed throughout the estate'
historic garden spaces.

"Symbiotic - Seven
Contemporary Sculptors at
Historic Casa del Herrero" is
on view through Nov. 2a atthe
Monteeito site.
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Mr. Anguiano is a welder

.._$isqcglptgre in the exhibit,
"FIorDel Sol," reminds viewei.s
Please see SGULpTURES onB2

lsaac Angulano
sculpture, "Flor

finds lnspiration from the natural
DelSol."



tanS/notes of lemon. With a firmertexture
then most, th'ey hold up very well in fruit
salads.

This variety is excellent when paired with
seafood preparations; particularly the wild

ISCULPTURES

or
chillin first ifdesired.

Yield: Makes servings.
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Exhibit intended to 'make good on our desire
to support the continued vibrancy of the arts'
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that'mother nature can create something
small, beautiful and fragile that has the
potential for a bigger impact on us all."

within after everything has been stripped
away, when all is bared to its essence.
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Herrero.
Ms.Dent is a sculptorworkingmainly in

porcelain and mixed media. Her artwork
is presented as abstract'sculpture with a
minimal approach.tfire gardens at Casa del

the exhibition
;;Tfi"n4"iil
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Ms. Weinman's ceramics artworkis driven

borninHungary
stone carying at an
and bronze

sculptures are exhibited coastto coast and
are held in significant collections
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In her worltr Ms. Hendler explores what lies

Herrero,
orthe "House of the Blacksmith," they are

to Montecito inthe 1920s

owners, Carrie
Designed

Washington

"While the Casa remains alive
withthe creative
owners," said executive

we are
artists also

Tony Ybarra will perform Friday at Carr Winery.

Tory Ybarra to
perform Friday

They will be accompanied
by Flamenco dancer MercedesIbarra. 

f
Spanish Days. Admission tr fr:tj
but you must be 21 or older to
attend.

continuingto make good on ourdesire.to
support the continued vibrancy ofthe arts in
ourcommunity.

art mediums and teehniques in the creation of
their own art projects."

email; mmcmahon@ newspress. c orn
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Mr. Ybarra, a Santa Barbara

reeorded six albums underhis
name, and his music has been
featured in movies;TVshows and
commercials.

To learn more about Mr.
Ybdna, Visit tonyybarra.com.

To learn more about the event,
visit earrurinery. com/event/fiesta-
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It is included on
Places and

Landmirk

status in part due to its eclectic mix of
ired

When visitors come to Casa del
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